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To hold a ball by a net/box/cage

Theorem (A. S. Besicovitch 1957). The total length of a net that holds a
unit ball is greater than 3π, and 3π is the lower bound.
Theorem (A. S. Besicovitch and H. G. Eggleston 1957). The total length
of the edges of a convex polyhedron that contains a unit ball is at least 24
and 24 is attained only by a cube. (This settled a conjecture of L. Fejes
Tóth.)
Coxeter posed a problem that asks the total length of the edges of a
cage (1-skeleton of
√ a convex polyhedron) that can holds a unit ball, and his
conjecture was 9 3√≈ 15.5884 (the case of a regular triangular prism with
all edges of length 3).
Theorem (A. S. Besicovitch 1963, O. Aberth 1963). The
√ total length of a
cage that can hold a unit ball is greater than γ = 38 π + 2 3 ≈ 11.8417, and
γ is the lower bound.
Besicovitch constructed a cage of total length γ + ε that can hold a unit
ball (hence Coxeter’s conjecture is false), and Aberth proved that γ is the
lower bound.
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To hold a convex body by a circle
• A circle Γ is said to hold a convex body K if
(1) Γ ∩ int(K) = ∅, conv(Γ ) ∩ int(K) ̸= ∅, and
(2) it is impossible to move Γ （or K ） with keeping Γ ∩ int(K) = ∅
until K goes far away from Γ .
• A convex body is called circle-free if no circle can hold the convex
body. For example, every ball is circle-free.

Theorem (T. Zamﬁrescu 1995). The set of circle-free convex bodies in R3 is
a nowhere dense subset of the set of all convex bodies in R3 with Haussdorﬀ
metric. Thus, most convex bodies can be held by circles.
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Example. 1. Every circular cone is circle-free.
2. Every circular cylinder is circle-free.
Theorem (Maehara 2010). For every planar compact convex set X and a
ball B in R3 , the Minkowski sum X + B is circle-free.
Problem. Is it true that for every circle-free convex body K, the set K + B
is also circle-free?
• The slope ρ of a regular pyramid is deﬁned by ρ =

height
circum-radius of the base .

Theorem (Maehara 2010). Every regular pyramid with slope ρ ≥ 1 can be
held by a circle. Moreover, for every 0 < ε < 1, there is a circle-free regular
pyramid with slope ρ = 1 − ε.
Theorem (Tanoue 2009, Maehara 2010). A regular pyramid with
√ √equilat17−5
eral triangular base can be held by a circle if and only if ρ > 3 32
≈
0.4799. (Yuichi Tanoue proved the if part.)
Theorem (Maehara 2010). A√regular pyramid with square base can be held
√
33−3
by a circle if and only if ρ >
≈ 0.828.
4
The great pyramid of Giza has base-edge 230m and height 140m. Since
√
140 2/230 ≈ 0.860 > 0.828, it can be held by a circle.
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Sizes of circles for Platonic solids

Theorem (Itoh, Tanoue, Zamﬁrescu 2006). A circle of diameter d can hold
a regular tetrahedron of unit edge if and only if √12 ≤ d < ϕt ≈ 0.8956,
where ϕt is the minimum value of

2(x2 −x+1)
√
.
3x2 −4x+4

Theorem (Maehara
2010). A circle of diameter d can hold a unit cube
√
if√and only if 2 ≤ d < ϕc ≈ 1.53477, where ϕc is the minimum value of
2(x2 +2)
√
.
x2 +2x+3
Theorem (Maehara 2010). A circle of diameter d can hold a regular octahedron of unit edge if and only if 1 ≤ d < ϕo ≈ 1.1066, where ϕo is the
2(x2 +1)
.
minimum value of √3x
2 +2x+3
Y. Tanoue obtained the same result independently.
Problem. Find similar results for the regular dodecahedron and the regular
icosahedron.
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String/round-hole/holding-circle

• A loop of string can change its shape freely, but its length never changes.
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Theorem (A. Fruchard 2009). A loop of string winding on a convex body
can slip out of the convex body.
By this theorem, it seems impossible to hold a convex body by ﬂex-cuﬀ.
(A ﬂex-cuﬀ is a ﬂexible handcuﬀ made of nylon or plastic.)
Theorem (Itoh, Tanoue, Zamﬁrescu 2006). The minimum diameter of a
round-hole in a plane through which a tetrahedron of unit edge can pass is
ϕt ≈ 0.8956.
Remark. The minimum
√diameter of a round-hole in a plane through which
a unit cube can pass is 2.
Example (T. Zamﬁrescu). For every d > ε > 0, there is a convex body
that can pass through a round-hole of diameter ε, and yet can be held by a
circle of diameter d.
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